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Longo Blu-ray Copy is a simple and powerful blu ray software for copy blu ray movies or
discs. It can help you copy any copy protected blu ray movies to computer hard drive as BDMV
folder or ISO file, it also can burn blu ray movies to blank BD disc with the original
quality.

Longo Blu-ray Copy copy blu ray discs very fast, usually finish copying a 2-hour movie
within 50 minutes depends on your computer performance.

Longo Blu-ray Copy can remove all known AACS copy protections of the blu ray movies
including the newest MKB v24, all known BD+ copy protections up to 10th generation BD+,
Region Code, BD-Live, and UOPs, thus can copy any Blu-ray to your hard drive, or any blank
Blu-ray disc with very fast speed. It will be constantly updated to remove newest
protections and work with all Blu-ray burners and Blu-ray discs.

Longo Blu-ray Copy makes perfect 1:1 ratio clone with excellent effect, it has the power to
support both NTSC and PAL Blu-ray. There is no need to install a third party driver, since
internal parser is included to read Blu-ray. It also supports multi-core CPUs.

Main Features

Remove Both AACS and BD+ copy protection - Longo Blu-ray Copy can automatically make
region free, remove all known AACS copy protections including the newest MKB v24, all
known BD+ copy protections up to 10th generation BD+, Region Code, BD-Live, and UOPs.
True 1:1 blu ray movie Copy without losing any quality - This Blu-ray Copy can copy
entire blu ray movies/discs to your computer hard drive or blank Blu ray disc.
Copy blu ray movies to ISO file - with iso file you can appreciate the entire blu ray
movie on your computer, you also can burn it to blank Blu ray disc later.
Burn blu ray movies to blank Blu ray disc - Longo Blu-ray Copy supports burning/clone
both from blu-ray drive and computer hard drive
Copy blu ray movies to network drive - You can map a network drive to local to put your
blu ray movies
Fast copying speed - Copy blu ray movie within 20-50 minutes, depending on your system
performance.
Very easy to use - Simple user interface, backup your blu ray movies just by one click.

System requirements

Windows XP/2000/2003/Vista/windows
7,50 GB of Free Hard Disk Space,
A bluray DVD drive,
Connect to internet
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